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Internal control is an important method to protect the enterprise’s economic 
resources safety, information reliability, prevent loopholes in management. With the 
development of market economy in China, Internal Control has become an important 
tool for modern enterprise management, and is being taken more and more attention 
to by enterprises. As the thirdindependentmechanism, Internal Audit uses the 
professional evaluation to improve the internal control level; and it is also one 
important contents of modern enterprise internal audit work. 
During the project construction, one nuclear power enterprise spends tens of 
millions RMB onedayon average ,the huge capital, policy, loan time limit for a project, 
equipment, and other challenges, bring many risks to the enterprise, so it is very 
important for keeping the internal control system healthy and normal, nuclear power 
industry has entered a rapid development period, the Internal Control evaluation 
research of nuclear power construction project, will play a positive role to strengthen 
the construction of nuclear power project investment control, to improve the 
competitive ability of the project economic benefit, to develop nuclear power project 
to in such aspects. This paper firstly research the theory of Internal Control and 
Internal Audit from domestic and international literature review; describe the 
characteristics, standard and methods of nuclear industry. On the basis of this, the 
paper introduces the internal control system construction of F Nuclear Power 
Company. Authors has carried on especially in the field of purchasing management of 
Internal Control evaluation about F Nuclear Power Company, combined with the 
Internal Audit, Internal Control evaluation methods, contents, standards and audit plan, 
analyzed the insufficient of internal control in internal audit, put forward the 
suggestion to perfect the internal control. 
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